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PRE-PRODUCTION RECAP:
➢ Initial sketch works completed

➢Figure sketches for the initial 5 characters completed

➢Re-working the original FMP plan (reduce characters from 5 to 4, direct 

the project focus on to the design work by scrapping the UI, sprite and 

gameplay content 

➢Expression sheet sketches for the first two characters completed

➢A series of action effect figure sketches completed for the great sword, 

gauntlets and skateboard characters completed



Pre-Production Work



Pre-Production Work



Pre-Production Work



MOVING FORWARD - PRODUCTION:
➢ Expanding from the action effect sketches (previous), begin work on the weapon designs as it 

is important to establish these before getting into the heart of the production process

➢ From the weapon work, create a series of developed sketches that showcase these and the 

characters together

➢ With these components in place, the next step is to create character sheets for each of the 

characters, coming to a decision on their designs through a series of body and head sheets

➢ Either included in the character sheet work or kept separate, return to the expression sheet 

work of pre-production to create some rendered expression sheets for all 4 characters 

➢ Stepping away from the character work, the next step in the project will be some environment 

work, creating photo bashed thumbnail ideas of the world

➢ Depending on time constraints, the finale of the project will be to create a narrative/illustrative 

piece combining the character, weapon and environment work together into one scene



Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 13 Week 6 Week 7 Week 8 Week 9 Week 10 Week 11 Week 12

Weapon Designs for the 4 Characters 

(Great Sword, Gauntlets, Tonfas, 

Skateboard)

Developed Character Sketches using 

the Weapon Designs

Character Sheets (Character 1)

Character Sheets (Character 2)

Character Sheets (Character 3)

Character Sheets (Character 4)

Expression Sheets for the 4 Characters 

(4 – 6 Heads per Sheet)

World Building Thumbnails (Areas 

centred around Characters, with 4 

scenes for each)

Painted Background (1 – 2 finished 

backgrounds)

Narrative Illustration (1 storytelling 

scene that brings the elements of the 

project together)

Final Adjustments & Polishing



WEAPON 
DESIGNS

Creating concepts for each characters weapons, 

experimenting with ideas and making an attempt to tailor each 

design to that of their respective character



























































DEVELOPED 
SKETCHES

Developed figure sketches used to practice perspective drawing, 

pushing the characters into dynamic and interesting poses, and 

testing how the characters would hold and use their weapons

















CHARACTER 
SHEETS

A series of design sheets for each character to catalogue 

clothing, hairstyles, accessories and variations in colour, with 

callout sheets to world reference in the designs





































PRODUCTION MID-POINT PLAN:
➢ Using the newly established colour schemes of the character sheets, return to the 

developed sketches as a quick demonstration of the characters with flat colours

➢ Using the head sheets to draw up a series of rendered expression sheets

➢ To get some practice of photo bash techniques, move on to the world building 

thumbnails, getting a feel for the environment by using each character as an anchor 

for regions of the world

➢ Due to a quickly upcoming deadline, scrap the illustrative parts of the project 

(background and narrative scene) as these are for visual purpose, and aren’t as 

essential as the concepting work needed beforehand

➢ For promotional purpose, create a cover image that encapsulates the design work 

into a poster-like image (background, characters and a title)



Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 13 Week 6 Week 7 Week 8 Week 9 Week 10 Week 11 Week 12

Weapon Designs (COMPLETED)

Developed Character Sketches 

(COMPLETED)

Character Sheets (COMPLETED)

Expression Sheets for the 4 

Characters (TO BE COMPLETED)

World Building Thumbnails (TO 

BE COMPLETED)

Painted Background (SCRAPPED)

Narrative Illustration (SCRAPPED)

FINAL ADJUSTMENTS & 

POLISHING



COLOURED
SKETCHES

Returning to the developed sketches and adding the newly 

established colour schemes of each character from the character 

sheets.















Using a quick 

mock-up in 

Blender to 

create 

accurate 

lighting for the 

render sketch











EXPRESSION 
SHEETS

Showing character personality and emotion through a brief series of 

rendered facial gestures 











WORLD BUILDING
THUMBNAILS

Using reference to generate a series of ideas for the setting of the 

project, thumbnailing the world of the project and how the 

characters might play into it





































PROMOTIONAL 
IMAGERY

Images that would be used in the promotion of the Final Major 

Project, encapsulating aspects of the production work without 

overcrowding the frame





Widescreen version with a larger ‘PROJECT_PARAGON’ title


